1. Introduction and summary. Somewhat tangentially to a recent study [l] , we happened to notice an inequality which supplements one of Hardy and Littlewood, [2, Theorem 7, p. 95] .
For an integrable function / defined on the open unit interval (0, 1), the average value of / over a set J of positive measure is A(J) = (P(J))~lfjf(t)dt where P(J) denotes the Lebesgue measure of /. The maximal function M=M [f] studied in [2] is obtained by letting M(x) be the least upper bound of A (J) over all intervals J which contain x. Recall that the distribution Pg~l of a real-valued measurable function g is defined for Borel sets B by (Pg~l)(B) =P(g-1(P>)).
It turns out that there is a function / that has the same distribution as /, but does not otherwise depend on /, for which fl<p(M(x))dx ikfl4>(M(x))dx for all monotone increasing functions c/>, where
is the maximal function corresponding to/. Though there are usually many such / there is one which is essentially unique and natural. Namely, a symmetric rearrangement of / is a function 5 on (0, 1) with the following three properties: (i) 5 is symmetric about »=1/2;
(ii) 5 is nondecreasing for 0<x<l/2; (iii) s has the same distribution as /. Let M denote the maximal function associated with s, that is, M=M[s].
We can now state our result.
Theorem. For all bounded monotone increasing functions <¡>,
Of course, the boundedness of <p is n°t at all important. All that matters is that both integrals in (1) exist.
2. Three lemmas. Since the indefinite integral of an integrable function is continuous, the first lemma is an immediate consequence of a celebrated lemma of Riesz [3, p. 6] . 
